Novel Thermal-Therapy Protocol (SINA1.2) from Traditional Persian Medicine (TPM): A Pilot on Diabetic Rats
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Abstract
One of guilty pathologies in insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is ectopic fat accumulation in organs like pancreas, liver and skeletal muscles due to fatty acid’s bad digestion. This situation corresponds much with a spectrum of illnesses named the Soo ul Qinya & Estesgha in Traditional Persian Medicine (TPM). We renamed and redefined the concept as “The Bad-Anbaasht Syndrome” meaning bad-deposition. One of its basic treatments mentioned is thermal-therapy which interestingly also shown to benefit T2DM in recent studies. We designed a novel protocol named SINA therapy to treat T2DM including sauna’s benefits but reducing its side effects and then performed an animal pilot study. Five Wistar rats made diabetic by high fat diet and low dose streptozotocin, were treated daily by month long SINA 1.2 treatment protocol (1 cc Oxymel gavage and then 30 min thermal therapy in 37°C dry sauna incubator). Weight and blood glucose were measured at beginning and at the end. Although Mean weights increased significantly from 296 to 321 (paired T test, p = 0.022) but surprisingly the mean blood glucose lowered significantly from 200mg/dl to 127mg/dl (p = 0.049). According to results of this pilot study, SINA therapy 1.2 is probable to have benefits in treatment of T2DM, but yet needs further experimental and clinical evidence.
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Introduction

Diabetes mellitus is a global common metabolic disorder that affected approximately 425 million people by 2017 [1]. The incidence of the disease has increased dramatically and has caused more than 3 million deaths in 2012 worldwide [2]. It is also predicted to be the seventh cause of death in the world by 2030 [3]. According to World Health Organization (WHO) reports, this disorder affects 10% of the Iranian population and accounts for 2% of mortality at the national level [4]. It is the largest cause of blindness, kidney failure, heart attack, and lower-extremity amputation in the world, which demonstrates the importance of treating and preventing diabetes complications [2].

The role of ectopic fat storage has been pointed out in pathological investigations on insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes [5,6,7]. Fat can be recognized as food as it is a source of energy storage, a member of the cell structure, and a part of the intracellular and intercellular messaging system [8]. Normally, the body consumes and stores fatty acids through reactions, but sometimes these processes can be impaired for a variety of reasons, including excessive fat consumption. Excessive fatty acids enter the systemic circulation due to different issues and in addition to causing disorders in whole body, enter tissues that are unable to consume and store them and thus are stored improperly. This ectopic accumulation reduces tissue integrity and induces pathological responses and structural and functional damage in all cells [8,9]. Ectopic fat storage occurs in many tissues and causes various complications. The most important of these citations include the heart, liver, skeletal muscles, pancreas, and kidneys [10]. Ectopic cardiac fat accumulation occurs in the pericardium, epicardium, myocardium, and around the coronaries which leads to impaired cardiac rhythm, muscle function and blood perfusion [8,11,12,13]. The same problem causes insulin resistance in the skeletal muscles and leads to the production of inflammatory cytokines and oxidative stress mediators, changes in lipid profile and insulin resistance in the liver. Ectopic fat accumulation in the pancreas causes disorders, the most important of which includes pancreatic β-cell dysfunction [14,15,16]. Overall, lipids can become key components of the pathophysiological cascade that are detrimental to cell health and tissue function. They may also impose adverse effects such as impaired intracellular components, chronic inflammation and impairment of energy, metabolism and vital responses and finally cell death. This indicates the need of attention to such an issue in the treatment of diabetes and its complications.

In this study, in harmony with recent global approach and WHO recommendations towards integrative medicine [17], we reviewed Traditional Persian Medicine (TPM/PM) literature to find a solution for ectopic fat storage.

In a quest in PM works, two topics were identified as the nearest concepts to ectopic fat storage named Soo ul Qinya & Estesgha...
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which listed a range of ectopic and harmful storage of food in the body [18,19,20]. S&E seem to be a spectrum of a diseases that starts from poor hepatic digestion and then progresses to poor vascular and organ digestion [21]. This poor digestion, for whatever reason, results in uncompleted rheological change called “Nozj” and subsequently impure blood production [22]. Furthermore, circulating throughout the body and penetrating into different organs, bad-digested food gradually accumulates in organs ectopically as it is unusable by them. Then again, due to subsequent lack of blood supply and deprivation of “intrinsic fuel” named “Haar-re-Gharizi” [23], the organ cannot digest and expel these wastes, resulting in weakness and disintegrity of the body organs [19,24,25].

Although S&E has been defined only based on macroscopic indices, we have adopted and abstracted from it, a more general and common concept named “The Bad-anbaasht syndrome” [23,26,27] which means ectopic and harmful food storage in the body in different scales ranging from nanoscopic to macroscopic levels. One of the displays of this syndrome is the ectopic fat storage in different body tissues which may have diverse manifestations depending on the individuals’ condition and the organs affected.

Considering the similarities between S&E and ectopic fat storage, the treatments were sought for the disease from the traditional manuscripts. Generally, such treatments can be obtained firstly by deducing from general principles given in the opening chapters and secondly referring to traditional prescriptions provided by the previous scholars under specific topics and disorders in the following chapters.

Regarding general principles of Persian Medicine (PM), the governing nature of the body is the one who fights disease and separates good humor from harmful ones and excretes the harmful humors and wastes [19]. In these processes, the “intrinsic fuel”-mainly comparable with the whole blood - strengthens the nature of the body and acts as its arm or device to do the above and to preserves body moisture at a healthy level, and prevents them from being harmful and pathogenic [23,25]. According to the literature, heart is the source and pump of the “intrinsic fuel” which moves and distributes it in the whole body [23,27]; therefore, strengthening the heart enhances the “intrinsic fuel” and its distribution throughout the body and to the surface and helps modify the body as the scholars have regarded the “intrinsic fuel” as the source of all functions. This point of view nowadays is more understandable because whole blood is now known to contain a range of nutrition and defense capabilities to fulfill cell and tissue requirements and also the medium conveying warmth and wetness which are two qualities that boosts development and growth when adequate. In PM literature, moderate but not excessive external heat has been considered generally to empower the heart and thus to expand the “intrinsic fuel” and subsequently inflame the in-
nate heat. Therefore, by better distribution of “intrinsic fuel” (whole blood) to the peripheral organs that are away from the heart, not only their temperament [28] will be adjusted, but also their digestive, excretory, functional, and defensive abilities are also promoted to an optimal level. It is notable that migrating to warmer climates or using warm baths has also been specially recommended in S&E treatment sections [29].

It is noteworthy that thermal therapy is also one of the most effective methods currently available as diabetes adjuvant therapy in conventional medicine. It has been shown to significantly decrease insulin resistance, fasting blood glucose, and glycosylated hemoglobin in diabetic samples in numerous recent animal and human studies [30,31,32,33]. It is also shown to control inflammatory reactions [32] and to improve the quality of life for patients with type 2 diabetes [34]. Numerous articles have addressed the role of thermal therapy in reducing complications and contributing to the recovery of diabetic patients [32,35,36]. Mechanisms currently presented for these achievements include increased production and induction of nitric oxide synthase (NOs) as well as induction of heat shock protein (HSP) [31,37,38,39]. Although positive inotropic and chronotropic effects of heat on the heart and vasodilation effect on the arteries should also be considered as it helps better end organ perfusion and food-drug bioavailability [23,40].

On the other hand, blood and fluid thinning syrups like oxymel [41] – a finely baked sugar and vinegar mixture – have been generally and also specifically prescribed for such conditions. Oxymel disintegrates thick, aggregated materials including blood constituents and intercellular and intracellular depositions providing a more fluid medium for transportation of nutrients, mediators and drugs thus better tissue bioavailability and reduction of insulin resistance. Oxymel consumption has not shown increasing effect on fasting blood sugar (FBS) of normal people [42].

Besides thermal therapy and oxymel consumption derived and deduced from the general principles of PM, some specific treatments and medications have also been discussed under the S&E topics including the use of topical ointments such as combinations of chamomile, salt, borax and cow fat (tallow) in order to prepare and induce suitable sweating from the skin to expel the accumulated waste dermally [29,43] although such treatments are not applicable in experimental rats due to the covered skin and lack of peripheral sweat glands [44].

According to the foregoing, we composed a treatment protocol (SINA1.2) [23] for type 2 diabetic rats by combining warm oxymel gavage with subsequent controlled comfortable thermal-therapy. This method was designed and implemented as a pilot study.

**Methods**

**Animals**

In this study, five male Wistar rats (4 weeks old) weighing 150-200 g were obtained from
Discussion and Conclusion
As mentioned previously, from modern physiology point of view, the external heat increases the peripheral vasodilatation to modulate the increased core body temperature; therefore the heart is forced to increase its output by increasing the stroke volume and pulse rate to maintain the intra-arterial pressure. This respectively increase in inotropy and chronotropy half an hour a day for about a month seems to increase left ventricular hypertrophy and heart’s pumping ability, thus resulting better blood supply to the liver, pancreas, other tissues, and removal of more fats and decrease in insulin resistance.

In regards to oxymel, interestingly, four weeks of intake not only did not elevate FBS levels in diabetic rats but also along with controlled thermal therapy (sauna) - in the SINA1.2 protocol – it reduced the FBS. This result may be related to the blood thinning and tissue cleansing effect claimed for oxymel which might have increased insulin bioavailability and decreased insulin resistance. Another remark-
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The available point was the opposite change in weight and FBS levels which may be related to a probable porosity and swelling temporarily made by oxymel’s effect on the fat depositions which may have substituted water instead of fat in the short term. This probability is also compatible with the possible increased insulin access and bioavailability.

Further studies should consider lipid profiles as well as inflammatory factors that cause diabetes complications. It is also recommended to investigate changes in various tissue in future histopathological studies.
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